
Meet Pete Callaway and tour the facility
Saturday, April 10th at 10:00am

10:00am – 1:30pm
Callaway Cars West
264 Mariah Circle #102 
Corona, California 92879 
(951) 279 0400
www.callawaycars.com

• The Callaway Corvette is a specialist version of the C6 Corvette, built by Callaway Cars Inc. and sold through 
selected Callaway/Chevrolet Dealers 

• They are professionally engineered, seriously fast and an unbeatable value. They are also fully warranted and 
emission compliant in all states. 

• 580 and 606 horsepower, super high performance is now available in multiple platforms: Convertible or Coupe. 
Grand Sport and non-Grand Sport. 6 speed manual or 6 speed paddle-shift automatic transmission. 

• The 652 horsepower Callaway Corvette has been introduced based on the Z06 platform. 
• The performance of the Callaway Corvette SC606 is within two tenths of the ZR1 in the quarter mile and costs 

substantially less. 
• The Callaway Corvette SC606 has approximately the same price as a standard Z06. However, it has 101 more 

horsepower, it is faster and more exclusive. 
• For those seeking an even more exclusive automobile, see the Callaway C16. Versions of the C16 start at 650 hp 

and range to 700 bhp. 

9:30am
Leave from  Citrus Cafe
1481 Edinger Avenue 
Tustin, CA

**Bring your 2-way radios**

1:30pm
Lunch at Lonestar Steakhouse
955 Montecito Drive
Corona, California  92879
951-278-4117

SCHEDULE
PCC Coordinator: Duke Bissinger  949-481-9543 dukesvett@cox.net 

The Story Of Callaway Cars, a company known for its engineering skills and fine attention to detail, has been at the top 
of the high-performance field for over two decades. Callaway Corvettes are powered by Chevrolet's LS3 and LS7 
engines, enhanced by Callaway's Eaton/Magna Charger supercharger systems. The Roots-type supercharger provides 
substantial power increase over the stock Corvette's output, while supercharger internals manufactured by Eaton, the 
world's leading OEM supercharger supplier, ensure bulletproof reliability. Callaway's electronic engine management 
calibration provides perfect street manners, eliminating engine-damaging detonation and maintaining excellent fuel 
economy and 50-state emission compliance (CARB E.O. D-488-14, LS3 with LS7 compliance pending). The unique 
intercooler design, built into the intake manifold base (patent pending), lowers charge air temperature up to 100ºF for 
significantly increased power. During low-load cruising conditions, the supercharger's internal bypass allows the rotors 
to spin freely, reducing parasitic drag to less than one-third of one horsepower.


